
EASY -TO -PROGRAM VCRsWITH SPECIAL EFFECTS
VHS With On -Screen Programming, HQ and New Digital Video Features

NEW88FOR 49995
Low As $25 Per Month.

Extended Service Plan Available

 Incredibly Easy Remote -Control
Programming With Prompts
Displayed on Your TV Screen

 Remote Picture -in -Picture and
Digital Video Memory Effects

Realistic Model 70. Much more than an ordinary
VCR. You get on -screen programming, exciting new
digital video effects, and an amazing 45 -function re-
mote control. Remote -control picture -in -picture mode
puts a broadcast or cable program in the corner of the
screen while you watch a tape. You can enjoy a movie
and keep up with the ball game! Shift control on the
remote instantly exchanges the two images. Remote -
control digital video memory stores one scene of a
broadcast/cable program. You can "freeze" the big
play and recall it later with the touch of a key. Timer has
extended 21 -day, 8 -event capacity. The HO system

and built-in comb filter combine for visibly superior
resolution. Remote has controls for on -screen pro-
gramming, programming "help," power on/off, TV/
VCR selection, forward/reverse search, stow motion,
frame advance, 10 -key direct and up/down scan tun-
ing. VCR has a cable -ready 100 -channel frequency -
synthesis tuner, quick -timer recording, automatic
end -of -tape rewind/eject/shut off, 3 -speed recording,
and electronic tape counter with memory
dio and video input/output jacks. 41/16 x 155/16 x 119/16'!
UL listed AC. Remote requires 2 "AA" batteries.
16-651 499.95

VHS HO With On -Screen Programming and Four Heads for Special Effects

NEW88FOR 46995
Low As $24 Per Month.

Extended Service Plan Available

14 -Day, 4 -Event Timer With
Remote -Control Programming and

Realistic Model 24. Four heads for outstanding spe-
cial effects-sharp and stable "freeze", slow motion
and video search. Wireless remote control lets you
advance frame -by -frame, watch slow or high-speed
motion, and program the timer. On -screen prompts
make programming easy and practically mistake -
proof. The remote also has controls for forward/
reverse video search, quick -timer recording start and
length, power on/off, TVNCR switching, tape speed
selection, 10 -key direct and up/down scan tuning. The

Prompts Displayed on TV Screen VCR has easy -to -read fluorescent timer and LED

channel displays, 4 -digit electronic tape counter with
memory, cable -ready 111 -channel frequency -
synthesis tuner, and soft -touch operating controls.
Easy for anyone to use-insert a tape for automatic
playback, rewind, eject and shut off. You also get
audio and video input/output jacks with a tuner/aux
input selector. This control eliminates the need to un-
plug accessories or second VCR when you record
from the VCR tuner. 37/8 x 175/16 x 133/1e. UL listed AC.
Remote requires 2 "AAA" batteries.
16-512 469.95

10 Realistic VCRs Include the Cable Required for Hookup to Any Standard TV Set


